Find three lucky things that will make you happy by the sea at Hamada. This is a course where you can enjoy the sea at Hamada, and leave with both a satisfied stomach and heart.

HAPPY courses to help you find three lucky things in Hamada

1. **Iwami Tatamigaura**
   - This is like a natural museum where you can see what the bottom of the ocean was 16 million years ago.
   - Once you exit the tunnel, an amazing view spreads out in front of you!
   - There are natural mushroom shaped rocks called ‘nodules’ that make for some unique scenery.

2. **Shimane Aquarium AQUAS**
   - (Required Time: 90-120 minutes)
   - 5 minutes by car
   - Lunch at a restaurant

3. **Shimane Fish Center**
   - (Required Time: 30 minutes)
   - 10 minutes by car
   - Souvenirs

4. **Yuhi Park Hamada**
   - The perfect spot for sunset viewing!
   - This is a roadside station where you can enjoy the fresh haul of Hamada’s seas and the harvest from its mountainside. On the second Sunday of the month you can see “Iwami Kagura” performances.

**How about this for lunch?**

**Gochiso Teishoku** (¥1400)
- Taste foods like rice, sashimi and karaage full of local ingredients while enjoying the greenery of the surrounding park and the view of the blue sea.

**Restaurant Iruka**
- 0855-28-1122 Closed: Tuesdays
- Opening hours: 11:00-18:00 (Last order 17:00)

Feel full of joy after finding many happy things!
**HAPPY courses to help you find three lucky things in Hamada**

**Experience**

Restaurant Iruka

Iwami Tatamigaura

**See**

One of the biggest aquariums in the Chugoku and Shikoku regions!

**Shopping**

Souvenir Shop Mori-topia

Sun Village Hamada

Hamada Children’s Museum of Art

**It’s fun to walk on the sand.**

Iwami Seaside Park

Here you can enjoy swimming in the sea, having a barbecue in the camping area, tennis courts, and discovering the wonders of nature on natural trails. The sunset is also beautiful!

(Box: 0855-28-2231)

**How about this for dinner?**

**Hamada is great! ¥1400**

Here you can enjoy seasonal dishes made from local products such as fresh fish caught in Hamada. Its amazing view of Hamada’s port is also part of its appeal!

Yuhi Park Hamada
Aizuyama Hachienmon

Box: 0855-23-8007 Open all year round

Box: 11:00-20:30

**Hamada Lucky Treasure Ship Set ¥2800**

Enjoy sushi made from fish caught in Hamada and warm up with miso soup made with local miso.

SushiKatsu
Box: 0855-22-1855
Closed: Wednesdays

Box: 11:30-14:00 (Last order 13:30)

Box: 17:00-23:00 (Last order 22:30)

**Inquiries**

Tourism and Cultural Division, Hamada City

1 Tono-machi Hamada-shi Shimane-ken 697-8501

Tel: 0855-25-9202 Mail:kankou@city.hamada.shimane.jp